
Dear Parents, 
Across our nation and in social media, Co-Vid 19  and its impact  is increasingly  being labeled as a  “trauma ” akin to 
a  crisis event.  It’s important to remember that taking care of your own needs is not (at all) selfish, especially at a time 
of crisis.   Rather, it’s a necessity.    After all, by allowing yourself to take breaks, leaning on others for support, and 
working in teams rather than alone for long periods, you’ll have the energy and fortitude to better help you,  your family 
and others in need. There is a lot of information out there to help parents cope with this pandemic. However, 
sometimes it can feel like information overload.  
 The following is a list of personal care suggestions that  are meant to be helpful but not meant to be information 
overload----you are more than welcome to pick and choose what suggestion(s) truly resonate best with you and your 
family’s needs.   
 
#1   Coping with trauma:   Minimize media exposure 
#2   Accept your feelings   Traumatic stress can cause you to experience all kinds of difficult and surprising emotions, 
including shock, anger, and guilt. 
Experts recommend for us parents to learn meditation techniques- find an app that you like that can guide you;. They 
also recommend for parents to set time aside to be alone and regenerate. In addition, they suggest for parents to learn 
to tolerate your own feelings and find a place to compartmentalize your own fears and anxieties and any guilt you may 
feel over your teen’s emotional ups and downs.  In terms of helping your teen, I found a  quick visual reference to 
“coach” and validate your teen’s feelings during these trying times (see attachment “Children’s Validation of Feelings”).  
#3   Challenge your sense of helplessness:   Overcoming traumatic stress is often about taking  action. For example, 
positive thinking and action can help you overcome feelings of fear, helplessness, and hopelessness—and even 
small  positive thoughts and actions can make a big difference. 
#4   Keep Moving:   Physical exercise in short durations like dancing or yoga can help reduce stress. 
#5   Eat and Sleep Well 
#6   Reach Out to Others: Being social connected in meaningful ways is actually key to our survival; maintain your 
strong support system! 
#7   Quick Mindfulness exercises can lift one’s mood in no time:    Find an app that can guide you such as  Positive 
Psychology, Calm or Mindful.Org.   
#8   Use downtime (even if it’s just a few minutes) to clear your mind and feel more relaxed-see attachment “Five 
Senses” to feel more grounded.  
The following is a quick relaxation technique:  

1. Sit on a chair, with your feet on the ground and your back supported by the chair. 
2. Look around you and pick six objects that have red or blue in them. This should allow you to feel 

engaged in the present, more grounded and in your body. Notice how your breath gets deeper and 
calmer. 

3. Alternately, you may want to go outdoors and find a peaceful place to sit on the grass, and feel 
supported by the ground. Breath deeply in and out.    

#9   Make Stress Reduction a Fun Priority for Your and the Entire Family:   Here are some  stress reducers that are quick 
and easy and can help one feel less stressed and fun for the entire family: “Five Hand Meditation”,  “Progressive 
meditation”,  “Belly Breathing” , “Untitled” and “Self-Esteem Journal” (see attachments).  
 
When to seek professional treatment    Usually, feelings of anxiety, numbness, depression, confusion, guilt, and despair 
following a traumatic event will start to fade within a relatively short time. However, if your traumatic stress reaction is 
so intense and persistent that it’s  seriously getting in the way of your ability to function, you may need help from a 
mental health professional. If you or your teen is in need, I  would be happy to talk with you  (on a confidential 
basis)  and/or provide referrals to a mental health professional.  
 
Have a great day!!! 
 
Best and take good care, 
Dede 
 

 


